BLACK HISTORY MONTH

COMMENORATIVE SPEAKER

ERIC D. PRITCHARD, Ph.D.

Black Supernovas
The Legacies of Black Gay Fashion Designers

Originally from Queens, NY, Eric Darnell Pritchard is an award-winning writer, cultural critic, and an Associate Professor of English at the University at Buffalo, State University of New York. He writes and teaches about literacy and rhetoric and their intersections with fashion, beauty, popular culture, identity, and power. He is the author of Fashioning Lives: Black Queers and the Politics of Literacy.

Wednesday
February 13, 2019
Schine Student Center, Rm. 304

Doors open at 6:30 pm | Event Starts at 7:00 pm
FREE ENGAGEMENT

American Sign Language (ASL) interpretation will be provided.

For more information, contact CEDRIC T. BOLTON
Email: ctbolton@syr.edu Tel: 315-443-9676